Ez go carburetor diagram

The way to adjust the carburetor on a golf cart will depend on the model of golf cart. There will
be a movable screw on top of the carburetor at its center. This screw comes with a removable
plastic cover. This is present above the carburetor towards its rear. The main jet in the
carburetor diagram of a 4-cycle engine is located below the carburetor while the pilot jet is
present on top of it. The needle valve and float pin are also housed under the carburetor. The
cart makes use of a Walbro carburetor with three-line vacuum pumps with connections as
follows. Most golfers prefer to replace the third mechanical pump with an electric pump and
seal the crankcase line. You may need a gasoline filter, a rebuild kit and an air-filter cartridge for
replacement. First, fix the float bowl back to the carburetor bottom. Tighten the idle adjustment
screw using the same number of turns observed in Step 7. Follow up by putting the replacement
cartridge inside the air cleaner and the air cleaner on the carburetor. Finally, attach the fuel line
and turn the fuel valve on. The cable that is used for connecting the choke pull has a small
cylinder with a set screw that holds it to the end of the cable. The reason why a carburetor
floods on a golf cart is usually due to a faulty fuel pump. This is usually due to the proximity of
the fuel line to an exhaust manifold, a radiator hose or a heat source. Professional expertise is
required to check and rectify this problem. Also, consider removing and dismantling the
carburetor to clean each part followed by assembly and mounting. Check if the needle valve is
getting seated properly. If not, replace the entire assembly. Sometimes, the float may also have
to be replaced. Check if the float is stuck or the pin holding the float has got dislocated. If so,
replace the float. Skip to content Table of Contents. Continue Reading What is a 9 Degree
Driver? A 9 degree driver is a low loft driver and is most convenient for golfers having fast
swing speeds. These drivers create a positive angle of attack and generate little spin. Continue
Reading. Why is my golf cart horn not working? However, a fault in the wiring can cause a short
circuit [â€¦]. Last Updated: March 28, References. To create this article, 11 people, some
anonymous, worked to edit and improve it over time. This article has been viewed , times. Learn
more It will only take about 5 minutes to do it. To adjust an EZ Go Cart Governor engine, start by
removing the seat so that you can access the engine. Once the seat is off, remove the screws
from the black plastic cover at the rear of the seat and then set the cover aside. After you have
taken off the cover, look for the thickest cable coming from the gas pedal and follow it until you
find a small spring wrapped around a metal rod. Then, loosen the small nut and tighten the
larger nut by a quarter turn at a time until you are happy with the speed the engine goes. To
learn how to adjust the speed of other engines in Go Karts, read on! Did this summary help
you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt,
grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing
high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a
contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers.
Please log in with your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit
this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie
policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article
methods. Tips and Warnings. Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Article Summary. Method 1
of Tighten the governor spring located in the engine of most golf carts to adjust your cart's top
speed. To raise the top speed of your golf cart, all you need to do is locate this spring and
tighten it slightly. If you cannot find this spring, you likely have a newer model that is more
difficult to adjust, though this is rare. Lift up the seat. Remove the seat cousins, which hide the
engine. You may have to unscrew the seat in newer models. Remove the screws from the black
plastic cover at the rear of the seat. There should be five screws in most models. The engine is
in the front of golf carts, underneath this panel. Take off the plastic cover and set it aside with
the seats. Follow the thickest cable coming from the gas pedal until your find a small spring
wrapped around a metal rod. This is the governor. The spring apparatus will have two nuts, one
small nut and one larger nut, holding it onto the rod. If you are curious, this is your cart's
carburetor. Loosen the small nut and tighten the larger nut. The more you tighten the larger nut,
the faster your cart will go. Start slowly, only tightening the nut a quarter turn to start. You can
over-stress the engine if you try to run it too quickly, and it will skip and potentially burn out if
you are too eager. Tighten up the small nut on the governor to keep the spring in place. Test the
speed of the cart. After you are satisfied with how fast your cart goes, tighten the small nut back
up. As you test, listen for whining noises, skips, or odd clunking movement in the cart-- this
means you've tightened the governor too much and need to dial it back. Replace the black
cover to start driving. Put the cart back together how you found it and enjoy your ride. Know
that upping a cart's top speed will cause the engine to wear faster. You'll likely need to get
repairs and replacement parts faster on a cart with an adjusted governor. In addition, any cart
that can go above 19mph is officially a motor vehicle, and you legally need seatbelts and
inspections. This shouldn't be a big problem, but it is worth knowing. Method 2 of Remove the

seat and plastic covering over the engine. Sometimes you'll need to remove screws while some
models have seats that pop right out. Expose the engine so that you can get to work adjusting
the motor. If you don't have a central governor spring, you can still get your cart to move a little
faster. Locate your clutch pedal and line. The clutch is the pedal sometimes a handle near your
knee that you use to put the car into reverse or change speeds. You can adjust the clutch to
send more gas to your engine, moving you faster. Find the small metal rod right next the clutch
and the attached cable. The length of this cable determines how much gas flows into your
engine. Again, you should remember that the cart's motor will struggle the faster you make it
move. So test every change and listen for clunks or stalls to make sure you protect your motor.
Loosen the nut attaching this cable to the metal protrusion to increase the speed. You should
see the cable lengthening slightly. This will make your cart faster. Tighten the nut to make the
cart move slower. Know that you cannot adjust the governor if this cable or the governor spring
are not visible. This is most common on modern, all-electric engine. Many manufacturers,
including EZ Go, do not want consumers tampering with their engines, and have thus hidden
the governors in the spark plug ignition. This is very difficult to adjust without ruining the
engine, and should be left to trained professionals. See if you have room to re-route as much of
the cable as possible, so that it is farther away from the motor. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 8. Just
adjust the throttle idle screw until the engine runs but the cart does not move. Turn it in to
increase the idle speed, and turn it out to slow and eventually stop the engine. Not Helpful 4
Helpful 8. Depending on whether it has a power source to itself, if it has a personal power
source, then just add duct tape or anything that will make it stay onto the EZ Go Golf Cart. And
if the throttle scale doesn't, then just search it up. Not Helpful 4 Helpful 4. They are notorious for
stripping the rear hub, as that's designed to fail instead of your transmission. Jack up the rear
of the cart. In the center of the wheel, there will be a big nut with cotter pin - remove nut and pin,
and check splines on hub. Not Helpful 7 Helpful It's your carburetor. Anything gas powered that
will run with the choke on means it isn't getting enough gas, which would indicate you have
something stopped up in the jets of your carb. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 5. It could be dead battery,
bad coil, bad spark plugs or spark plug wires, bad solenoid or bad fuse. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 2.
The battery cables are probably corroded. Clean or replace them. If that doesn't work, it could
be a more serious problem, like the battery. Not Helpful 9 Helpful 0. Remove the brown ground
wire, then remember your engine is not protected. Adjusting your governor too high can cause
rear-end damage. So be mindful of the consequences. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 1. Back off the
governor, it would be set to high and it is tripping the rev limiter. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 1. No,
they do not but they have a tow switch in most newer models. Find the year and model by
searching for it online. Unanswered Questions. My EZ Go with robins 2 cylinder 4 cycle surger
at lower speeds. Runs good on full throttle. What can I do to stop the surging? Hi, I dropped my
phone through the slot near the starter and in the front the gold cart. Can someone tell me how
to open the front of the gold cart? My golf cart still takes seconds to re start. I have installed a
new battery installed and fuel filter. Could it be the relay? How do I adjust the belt so the engine
will start? Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. By
using this service, some information may be shared with YouTube. Turn any nuts and bolts
slowly, testing each time. You cannot lose them! Helpful 3 Not Helpful 2. Adjusting the governor
yourself may void your warranty. Helpful 6 Not Helpful 2. Related wikiHows How to. How to.
Co-authors: Updated: March 28, Categories: Vehicle Sports. Thanks to all authors for creating a
page that has been read , times. Reader Success Stories Anonymous Aug 5, Easy and quick.
Good stuff. Anonymous May 4, More reader stories Hide reader stories. Did this article help
you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie
policy. About This Article. Anonymous Aug 5, Share yours! More success stories Hide success
stories. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to
our privacy policy. Follow Us. Get all the best how-tos! X Help us do more We've been helping
billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade.
Let's do this! The throttle cable plays a key role in ensuring smooth power delivery and
acceleration of the cart. It ensures that your golf cart operation is smooth and safe. As the
length of the throttle cable increases, it stops the throttle lever from being pulled back. This will
in turn increase the speed of your golf cart. The above adjustment will not increase the speed of
the golf cart a lot but it will open up the throttle plate completely so that you get the right top
speed. For and later models, you will additionally have to do the rear cable adjustment. This
must be done after the forward cable adjustment. You can use the following guidelines for the
adjustment. The steps given below can be used to adjust the throttle of your EZGO cart with an
unhooked governor if the cart surges at slow speed but moves well at half and full throttles.
This is often due to a problem in the linkage near the back of the engine where two rods and ball
joints are connected between the rear end and the carburetor. Replacing the linkage will solve

the problem. The throttle cable is kept in position in the governor bracket using two nuts. This
is where you should do the adjustment. The throttle cable requires only a little slack and not too
much. Avoid bending the bracket too much as it can trigger the throttle movement before the
ignition gets turned on. After adjusting the cable, check if the carburetor throttle opens and
closes fully when the pedal is pressed and released. Do this check with the key in the OFF
position. Adjust the throttle cable from the governor to the carburetor by turning the governor
lever in the counterclockwise fully. Ensure that the carburetor throttle valve is open fully. If not,
turn the adjustment nuts either inwards or outwards to adjust the throttle cable. Adjust the
throttle cable from the accelerator to the governor by releasing the accelerator to its limit and
checking that the throttle valve opens up completely, exactly at this moment. If the opening
occurs before the limit is reached, the cable is undesirably tight and the nuts have to be turned
inwards or outwards for adjustment. The cable must have a free play of only 0. The cable should
have some slack to avoid backfiring. Skip to content Table of Contents. Continue Reading What
is a 9 Degree Driver? A 9 degree driver is a low loft driver and is most convenient for golfers
having fast swing speeds. These drivers create a positive angle of attack and generate little
spin. Continue Reading. Why is my golf cart horn not working? However, a fault in the wiring
can cause a short circuit [â€¦]. In this EZ GO Golf Cart carburetor troubleshooting section you
can interrogate the troubleshooting tables to diagnose your carburetor issue. Should you need
replacement parts you can find them in our EZGO parts section. Replace as required. If
damaged replace. Find how to diagnose your golf cart engine problems in this EZGO Golf cart
engine troubleshooting section. Replace if faulty. Start motor terminals loose or corroded Clean
and torque Electrical ground fault Inspect for damage and continuity. For all your electrical
motor issues please match the symptoms to the probably cause. This will allow you to correct
the problem with your EZ GO goft cart electric motor. Also test each coil to ground testing for
short. Repair or replace motor as required. In this section you can use the brake system
troubleshooting flow charts or tables to identify the problem with your EZGO Golf cart brakes. If
you need to replace parts please use out EZ GO parts page and identify your vehicle. Welcome
to the EZGO suspension and steering troubleshooting section where you can diagnose and fix
your steering or suspension issues. Symptom Cause of Problem How to fix It Tire Wear Uneven
Tire pressure incorrect Inflate all tires evenly to correct pressure Wheel alignment poor Align
wheels Stiff Steering Water has frozen in steering box Pull appart steering column, pinion and
bearing and remove all water. Change gasket seal. Reassembly and apply grease. Too much
grease in steering box causing migration into steering rack bellows Raise cart and inspect rack
bellows when moving the steering from lock to lock. If bellow distortion exists, remove the
bellows and drain excess grease. King pins, tie rod ends, idler bushing, rack tensions or
steering box require lubrication Apply little grease and test steering. Keep adding grease until
steering is free and smooth. Do not overfill with grease rack bent Remove rack and place on a
known flat surface. Use a feeler gauge between the rack and flat surface. If unit is already
torqued, replace steering wheel. If not then torque wheel nuts. Worn steering components
Replace Wheel bearings loose Adjust or replace Excessive vibration Worn steering components
Replace Wheel bearings loose Adjust or replace Tires, wheels or brake drums have lost their
roundness Check and replace all out of round components Lug nuts loose Torque to ft. Lbs Nm
Steering pulls to one side Tire pressure incorrect Inflate to correct pressure Wheel brakes
dragging Carry out maintenance on brake system Failure of suspension system components
Repair Incorrect wheel alignment Align wheels. Components either damaged or significantly
worn. Replenish all worn or damaged components Brake pedal not returning Check binding of
pedal, pedal fluid travel, cables, brake adjusters and pedal pivot Wet brake shoes Wait for shoes
to dry and conduct test again Brake cabling damaged or siezing Repair or replace Worn brake
shoes Replace Glazed brake shoes If shoes have 0. Otherwise replace. Model Year Insufficient
pedal force at parking brake latch Adjust Damaged brake cables Replace Out of adjustment
brake return bumper Adjust Loose brake cables at anchoring points Replenish all worn or
damaged components Wheel brake failed. Model Year Too much pedal force at parking brake
latch Adjust Brake cabling damaged or siezing Repair or replace Inappropriately adjusted
braking system Adjust Wheel brake failed. If not adjust brake cables. Damaged brake drum
Replace Wet or glazed brake shoes Inspect when shoes dried. If glazed and if shoes have 0.
Corroded or siezed brake pivot components Replace Sensitive brakes Surface corrosion on
drums due to moisture Use cart at maximum spped and slowly apply brakes dislodging surface
rust Brake pivots siezed Inspect and replace components as required Park Brake Difficult to
Engage Adjustment to tight causing not enough play Adjust pedal fluid travel at spherical nut
and ensure wheel brake actuators are returning correctly Siezed or loose brake cable Inspect
brake lever return ensuring they return at equal rates. Adjust brake cables if not. Check binding
of pedal, pedal fluid travel, cables, brake adjusters and pedal pivot. If shoes have 0. Inspect

brake lever return and ensure both brake levers are returning at same rate. Inspect when shoes
dried. Adjust pedal fluid travel at spherical nut and ensure wheel brake actuators are returning
correctly. Inspect brake lever return ensuring they return at equal rates. Pull appart steering
column, pinion and bearing and remove all water. Raise cart and inspect rack bellows when
moving the steering from lock to lock. King pins, tie rod ends, idler bushing, rack tensions or
steering box require lubrication. Apply little grease and test steering. Do not overfill with grease.
Remove rack and place on a known flat surface. Check splines and check if tight. Quick Links.
Table of Contents. Read and understand all labels located on the vehicle. Always replace any
damaged or missing labels. On steep hills it is possible for vehicles to coast at greater than
normal speeds encountered on a flat surface. To pre- vent loss of vehicle control and possible
serious injury, speeds should be limited to no more than the maximum speed on level ground.
Page 4 NO TES To obtain a copy of the limited warranty applicable to the vehicle, call or write a
local distributor, authorized Branch or the Warranty Department with vehicle serial number and
manufacturer code. Tampering with or adjusting the governor to permit vehicle to operate at
above factory specifications will void the vehicle warranty. Inside Covers Notes A Safety B Body
C Wheels and Tires D Front Suspension and Steering E Speed Control F Engine Adherence to
these procedures and troubleshooting tips will ensure the best possible service from the
product. These vehicles are designed and manufactured for off-road use. Remove the battery or
cover exposed terminals with an insulating material. Pay particular attention to all Notes,
Cautions and Warnings. Page Fig. To prevent the possibility of motor disinte- gration, never
operate vehicle at full throt- tle for more than 4 - 5 seconds while To prevent personal injury, do
not ride on vehi Putting more than three pumps of grease in a grease fit- ting could damage
grease seals and cause premature bearing failure. Hazardous Locations 4. Personnel and
Burden Carrier Operator Responsibility 5. Approach elevators slowly, and then enter squarely
after the elevator car is properly leveled. Once on the elevator, neutralize the controls, shut off
power, and set parking brakes. Page 29 Read all of Section B and this section before attempting
any procedure. For the protection of Changes to the weight distribution or the cen- all personnel
and the vehicle, be aware of and observe ter of gravity may make the vehicle unstable or If
repairs are to be made that will require To prevent illness or death, observe the follow- welding
or cutting, the battery and fuel ing Connect of Frame negative - battery cable last. C - 1 General
C - 1 Instrument Panel Replacement C - 1 Cowl Replacement C - 5 Front Shield Replacement
Additional hardware nuts, washers etc. Frame Fig. From underneath the cowl, remove the
ratchet fastener 18 attaching the center of the splash panel 19 to the frame cross member. Body
Replacement Remove the rivets 32 that secure the floor of the bag- well area to the frame
underneath. Tool List Qty. To replace the bumper, place the rear bumper against the rear body
panel and tighten the shoulder bolts 52 to 9 - 12 ft. D - 1 Tire Repair D - 1 Wheel Installation On
hard turf, it is desirable to have a slightly higher inflation pressure. On very soft Tools List Qty.
Then, tighten lug nuts to 50 - 85 ft. E - 2 Lubrication E - 2 Wheel Bearing Packing E - 2 Wheel
Bearing Adjustment It is recom- If completing a wheel bearing adjustment as part of mended
that a bearing packer attached to a grease gun another procedure, tighten front wheels per
WHEELS be used; Test drive vehicle and confirm steering wheel is cor- rectly centered. If it is
not centered, disconnect interme- Rear diate shaft from steering shaft and center steering wheel
Ref. Loosen front wheels. In addition, support front axle with jack stands. Remove cotter pin 9
and loosen castellated nut 10 until tie rod ball joint 6 threads are protected. Using a ball joint
separator as a lever, apply pressure to ball joint and tap nut with plastic faced hammer to
release tie rod from spindle arm. Spindle Replacement Tool List Qty. Required Needle nose
pliers Spindle installation is the reverse order of disassembly. Loosen jam nut 5 and remove
rack ball joint 6 from rack extension 7. Tighten castellated nut 3 to 36 ft. Front of Vehicle To
maintain correct orientation when replacing steering wheel, first turn wheels straight ahead. To
prevent damage to the clipboard, perform the follow- ing removal procedure. Loosen the
steering wheel retaining nut 6 two to three Loosen front wheels. Lift and support front of vehicle
per turns Ref. F - 1 System Operation F - 1 Governor Operation Governor Operation Until the
vehicle reaches its governed speed, the vehi- cle will continue to accelerate in relation to the
accelera- tor pedal position. Throttle Cable Installation Micro Accelerator To install the throttle
cable, proceed in reverse order. Switch Cable Throttle Cable Adjustment G - 1 Checking the Oil
Level G - 1 Changing the Oil G - 3 Cleaning the Air Filter Element G - 3 Adjusting the Belt Wear
rubber gloves to protect skin from expo- sure to the old oil and degreaser. Clean inside of
cover, canister and dust collector. Install the element and cover the same way they were
removed. Be sure the positioning arrow on the cover is pointing upward and all clips are
fastened securely. After flushing, dry with low Engine Specifications pressure compressed air.
As the portion of the cam. If the gauge slides in and out with piston reaches BDC it enters the
fourth cycle. Rockers, guides, seals, etc. To properly perform an accurate compression test:

Align Notch 1. Remove belt to clutch. Remove the air filter to eliminate the possibility of a
restricted air passage. This indication could All readings should be compared with the engine
manu- be an engine with many hours of use. Plastic Washer Fig. Page G H - 1 Float System H - 1
Pilot Jet System H - 1 Main Jet System H - 1 Choke System Choke Cable and Housing
Installation Loosen the hose clamps 1 from each end of the air intake hose 2. Remove hose Ref.
Remove the two nuts 3 and two studs 4 that secure the baffle 5 to the carburetor adapter 8. After
adjusting float level, reassemble the carburetor in reverse order of assembly. The length of the
pulse hose from the fuel pump is important To prevent possibility of personal injury, tests for
efficient pump operation. Maintain as little fuel as possible in the individual vehicle fuel tank. J 1 Drive Clutch J - 1 Driven Clutch J - 1 Increased Load J - 1 Equilibrium J - 2 Drive Clutch
Removal J - 2 Drive Clutch Installation J - 3 Driven Clutch Removal The drive belt disen- gages
from the clutch sheave when engine speed is Power transmission from the engine to the rear
axle is reduced to the point where the cams exert less force Changes additional load and the
belt seeks a point where it can in vehicle weight or desired performance characteristics achieve
adequate friction to overcome its slippage. Required External snap ring pliers K - 1 Removing
Direction Selector K - 1 Replacing the Reverse Warning Buzzer K - 1 Replacing a Micro Switch L
- 1 Testing the Ignition Coil L - 4 Testing the Pulser Coil However, the charging current will vary
depending on the condition of the bat- The electrical system is a 12 volt negative ground systery. Connect to a known good spark plug and ground plug to a clean metal To prevent the
possibility of injury resulting surface muffler, cylinder, etc. Inspect the commutator for wear or
damage. Battery voltage can be checked using a voltmeter. Attach the negative - lead of the
DVOM to the ground 2. Always follow the meter manufac- obvious that voltage is present. A
voltage reading below 11 volts indicates poor battery After determining that there is power to
the fuse panel, condition and the vehicle should be recharged before M - 1 General Description
M - 1 How the Service Brake Works M - 2 Equalizer Link M - 2 Automatic Adjuster Mechanism M 2 How the Parking Brake Works M - 2 Compensator Assembly M - 3 Kick-Off Actuating Linkage
M - 15 Fig. M - 16 Fig. M - 17 Fig. It is very important to maintain the proper relationships to
assure braking performance and Brake Lever the best wheel brake adjustment. Compensator
Assembly Older The compensator assembly contains a spring, which is Models compressed
until the stop tube within the spring is engaged and the linkage becomes solid Ref. Install Wheel
and Tire, Clean, Lube. Star Wheel Rotates? Check Tire Pressure. Refer to the following
troubleshooting table only after the thorough visual inspection, Periodic Brake Performance
Condition Possible Cause Condition Possible Cause Correction Neither wheel locks when park
brake Incorrect compensator spring adjust- Return to factory specification is latched. Check the
clevis pins. Check clevis pins attaching the brake cables to the Not enough pedal free travel
may indicate improper brake lever. Inspect kick-off cam linkage and bushings. Hinge Torsion
Check for wear and damage. The kick-off cam pivot Springs and bushings should move freely
and be free of corro- sion. The vehicle should stop aggressively. The wheel brakes may or may
not lock. Observe the vehicle stop- ping location or measure the vehicle stopping distance from
the point at which the brakes were latched. Inspect the splines for galling, wear and corrosion. If
adjuster arm engages star wheel but fails to rotate it, the adjuster assemblies must be replaced
The pattern of normal brake shoe wear is with new color-coded adjusters. Straight blade
screwdriver, narrow Brake Drum Removal and Installation Remove the dust cap 1 to gain
access to the castel- lated nut 2 and the cotter pin 3 Ref. Install the actuator components,
adjuster components and brake shoes. Brake Shoe and Adjuster Replacement Clean the
backing plate with a commercial brake cleaner. Allow to dry completely. Adjust the brake pedal
free travel. Parking Brake Pedal, Removal and Installa- Inspect the shoulder bolt for corrosion
that could cause binding. This bolt and both bushings 7 must be tion replaced with new ones if
corrosion or wear is found. N - 1 Shock Absorber Removal N - 1 Shock Absorber Installation N 1 Rear Spring Removal N - 1 Rear Spring Installation P - 1 Checking the Lubricant Level P - 1
Axle Shaft Removal and Disassembly Attach a slide hammer to the axle shaft thread and
remove the axle and bearing from the axle tube Ref. Handle all gears with extreme care since
each is part of a Fig. Q - 1 Trailering Q - 1 Rear Support Installation Q - 1 Front Strut Q - 3 Rear
Support Installation At the lower hole, slide a teflon washer item 5 between rear strut and seat
back support and align holes. Position sun top item 1 onto struts See Detail C. Rear Support
Installation 2. Position top grips item 8 as shown See Detail D at top hole on each side of front
strut. Secure with washer item 5 and lock nut item 7 See Detail B. Do not over-tighten or
squeeze grommet. Remove protective covering from rear windshield item 2 Ref. R - 1 Minor
Scratches R - 1 Larger Scratches R - 1 Complete Panel Repair Apply spray touch up paint in
light even overlapping strokes. As the engine owner, you should however be aware that E-Z-GO
may deny warranty coverage if your engine or a part has failed due to abuse, neglect, improper
maintenance or unapproved modifications. Page Some components are heavy, spring loaded,

highly cor- rosive, explosive or may produce high amperage or reach high temperatures. This
manual is also suitable for: Golf cart. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In
OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.
Finding the correct part can be difficult. Different product lines and years require different
carburetors, and some aftermarket models may replace multiple OEM models. Make it easy,
follow this simple compatibility guide and get the part you need fast. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Your Name Required. Your Email Required.
Your Phone Optional. Your Message. Leave comments Cancel Reply Your email address will not
be published. Copyright - Mutton Power Equipment. Vehicle Rating Body dents, dings, rust, rot,
damage 10 - best 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 - worst Engine running condition, burns oil, knocking 10 - best
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 - worst Glass chips, scratches, cracks, pitted 10 - best 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 - worst
Exhaust rusted, leaking, noisy 10 - best 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 - worst. Vehicle History Was it ever a
lease or rental return? Yes No Is the odometer operational and accurate? Yes No Detailed
service records available? Yes No. Title History Is there a lienholder? Who holds this title?
Vehicle Assessment. Does all equipment and accessories work correctly? Did you buy the
vehicle new? Has the vehicle ever been in any accidents? Cost of repairs? Is there existing
damage on the vehicle? Has the vehicle ever had paint work performed? Is the title designated
'Salvage' or 'Reconstructed'? Any other? Message :. Email Phone. Owning an E-Z-Go gas golf
cart can be a great experience if the gas engine is maintained and serviced correctly. Searching
through forums and youtube videos can get tedious, so I have gathered these tips together and
run them by an experienced cart technician. These are the easy steps to perform a basic
tune-up on your E-Z-Go gasoline engine using a minimum of tools and an optional tune-up kit.
As always, we begin with the three basicsâ€¦Air, fuel, spark. The canister air filter is accessed
by raising and lifting out the cart seat, locating the cylindrically shaped airbox with a cap on the
end, and unsnapping the two holding clips on each side. Remove the lid and then the filter.
Inspect the filter for oil and dust, and if it is only lightly dusty, use compressed air to blast as
much of the soil out of the filter as possible. Reinstallation is the reverse of these steps. The
filter for this model is rectangular and is accessed by unsnapping the spring clips and swinging
the cover open. Remove the filter and inspect. If it is not oily, and only lightly dust-covered, you
can blow the dust off with compressed air. If the filter is too cruddy, replace with a brand new
filter. If it is not oily and lightly dust-covered, you can blow the dust off with compressed air.
Locate the spark plug s on the top of the engine and remove the cable, exposing the top of the
plug. Use a spark plug socket and ratchet to remove the spark plug and inspect the ceramic
insulator. The ceramic insulator should be ivory colored, light brown to brown would indicate
the fuel mixture is too lean. Check the gap with a spark plug gap tool cheap or free at most parts
counters and set this gap to. Replace the spark plug and screw into place using the socket and
your fingers to prevent cross-threading. Lightly tighten with the ratchetâ€¦no need to strip it out
by tightening too much. Push the wire connector back on to the spark plug. Inspect the
connector boot and wire for any cracking or damage and replace if needed. The fuel filter is
located in line between the fuel tank and the fuel pump. If the housing is clear plastic, make sure
that the fuel inside is not dark amber or discolored from age. To remove the filter, disconnect
the hose from the fuel pump by using a pair of pliers to squeeze the clamp ends together and
sliding the expanded clamp further down the line. Raise the hose up and allow any excess fuel
to drain back into the fuel tank. Put the hose back in place on the pump and secure the clamp
with pliers again. Tap the inlet side of the filter the tapered end on a paper towel-lined surface
and see if any contaminants are dislodged and stain the paper towel. Your judgment will be
needed here to decide if you need to replace the filter or not. Return the filter to the gas line and
secure it with the clamps. Sometimes there is a second filter located underneath the carburetor
facing the front of the cart. Check to see if you have one and make sure it is also clear of
deposits. You can identify it by the lock nut at the base of the screw. There is a lot of discussion
about the best setting for this, and on several blog pages, they suggest removing the drive belt
first, then backing out the fuel adjustment screw while the engine is running. Check and adjust
the valves every hours or every year To keep the engine starting and running properly. Note: if
the screw C has a square head instead of a flat blade slot, this takes a tool designed just for this
purpose. Remove the valve cover bolts in the pattern shown using a 10mm socket wrench and
carefully pry off the cover, retaining the six spacer sleeves and the gasket. Set these aside and
inspect the rocker arm assembly. Turn the engine by hand to point the cam lobe D down on the
first rocker you are checking. Inspect the gasket and wipe clean before putting the cover back
on after the adjustment. There will be two rocker arms to check. Turn the engine crank pulley by
hand until the compression stroke is at top dead center. Insert a. There should be a slight drag
when you slide the gauge back and forth, and if the clearance is too high, you need to adjust it
in. To adjust this clearance, use the 3mm hex wrench to loosen the center locking screw C and

turn the surrounding 14mm nut with the wrench to open or close the gap. When the clearance is
such that the feeler gauge begins to drag between the rocker and the valve, use the 3mm hex
wrench to lock it back down while holding the 14mm nut in place with t
2005 hyundai elantra fuel filter location
2007 chevy aveo battery
torque converter clutch solenoid hyundai sonata
he wrench. Using your finger or a clean rag, wipe a thin film of oil along the gasket that is inset
in the cover. All of these adjustments can be made on your EzGo Golf Cart without spending
anything more than your time, BUT if any of the components are damaged, such as the gaskets,
plugs or if the filters are too far gone to blow the dirt out of them, it is time to open the old
wallet. Amazon carries these tune-up kits, and all you have to do is identify which kit matches
your cart. Good Luck and happy cruising! Club Car Golf carts have evolved many times since ,
and although the basic electrical design has stayed close to the same, there are small
differences. These differences are important when The speed controller measures out current
and battery voltage to the electric vehicles' motor to raise and lower speed on the golf cart. It
monitors the state of the motor and generates signals to Skip to content. Unsure of your year
and model? Click Here! Article Contents. Continue Reading.

